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To the Heavens From the Jungle’s Edge  
By SIMON ROMERO 

KOUROU, French Guiana — Not so long ago, French Guiana was etched into the public imagination as a 
depraved prison colony by books with titles like “Horrors of Cayenne,” “Hell Beyond the Seas” and, of course, 
“Papillon,” Henri Charrière’s classic memoir of his incarceration on Devil’s Island.  

But now this overseas sliver of France offers something altogether different — a bit of insight into the shifting 
fortunes of the United States in at least one corner of the evolving world economy.  

From Kourou, where 20,000 people, many of them transplanted cosmopolitans, live sandwiched between 
jungle and ocean, it is easy to see how much Americans, who once dominated the commercial space industry, 
have been reduced to just another competitor — or, worse, a partner in joint ventures with Russians — on a 
global field of play.  

The driving force behind Kourou’s development is Arianespace, a French company that began as a poor 
cousin to NASA nearly three decades ago. Today, it has edged past Boeing and Lockheed Martin to become 
the leading player in the $3.2 billion commercial-satellite-launching industry; it accounts for about half of all 
the tonnage sent into orbit for business purposes each year.  

That pales, of course, alongside the bigger business of military and government satellite launches, which the 
United States and Russia still lead. But it does include the launching of commercial satellites that transmit 
the data for a globalized economy, as well as for satellite broadcast, Internet and Earth-imaging tools. And in 
that, the Americans are no longer in charge. 

Kourou seems a bit fantastical to be so important. With jungle on three sides and the Atlantic on the fourth, it 
is an equatorial one-project town. Yet its post-1960s apartment blocks are neatly tended, its gendarmerie 
stations staffed by men in French khakis, its food stores stocked with imported pâtés and wine. Imagine it as 
Los Alamos, built and provisioned by France.  

Most of the time it seems to sleep. But about half a dozen times a year, in launches that are believed to cost 
$200 million apiece, Arianespace rockets light up the sky. “Through perseverance and some good luck and 
timing, we’ve done fine for ourselves,” said Thierry Vallée, an official at France’s space agency, CNES, who 
has a knack for understatement. He says this while standing in the Guiana Space Center’s control room, 
under a global map of competing launch sites in places like Alcântara (Brazil), Sriharikota (India), and 
Xichang (China). 

The roots of this odd achievement lie deep in the psychological jolt France got when it lost its first launch site, 
in Algeria, in the 1960s. Determined not merely to follow America, France was desperate to find another way 
to reach space independently.  
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Since the Equator is the ideal latitude to launch from — the Earth’s rotation is fastest there, thrusting 
payloads into space like a slingshot — the French looked around at their outposts that were near it and 
decided on this one, after rejecting French Polynesia and Djibouti.  

As Americans reached for the Moon, France and its European partners slowly built their commercial launch 
operations here. Then the Americans began to stumble. The Reagan administration prohibited the space 
shuttles from carrying most commercial payloads after the Challenger disaster in 1986. And later, NASA gave 
up on two flawed plans for new vehicles, the National Aerospace Plane and Lockheed Martin’s X-33 
unmanned space plane.  

Boeing and Lockheed Martin, whose mainstay was American military contracts, kept launching commercial 
satellites from California and Florida in those years. But that business declined drastically when the 
telecommunications and dot-com bubbles burst at the start of this decade.  

Meanwhile, Arianespace had tied together CNES with other European stakeholders, building a consortium 
that could launch here. The Europeans were mainly public entities like CNES, but because they lacked large 
military programs, commercial launches were the game they could play. “The Europeans had to turn to the 
commercial sector if they wanted to maintain their independent space capabilities,” said Jeff Foust, a senior 
analyst with Futron, a Maryland aerospace consulting firm. 

And they caught some breaks. With the end of the cold war, as NASA pulled back, Russia’s space program 
went on poverty rations and Russians became available as partners. Today, Frenchmen learn from Russians 
here and accept business from Mexicans, Koreans and some Americans.  

“Welcome to the future,” says Boris Dubrovin, the foreman of a crew of some 60 Russian technicians who are 
scrambling to build a replica of a Soviet-era launch site located in the desert steppes of Central Asia. The 
project will allow Arianespace, whose specialty is a rocket that can launch two payloads at once, to use 
Russia’s Soyuz rockets for smaller tasks.  

Meanwhile, the French look warily at new competitors. “By cooperating with the Russians, we are better 
positioned to compete with emerging players like the Chinese,” Jean-Yves Le Gall, the chief executive of 
Arianespace, said in an interview.  

China, in fact, recently built and launched satellites for Nigeria and Venezuela. And Boeing has partnered 
with Russian, Ukrainian and Norwegian firms to form Sea Launch, which operates from Pacific Ocean 
platforms. Another American company, I.L.S., is controlled by Russia’s Khrunichev space center and 
launches from Kazakhstan’s Baikonur Cosmodrome.  

One risk for all of these players is the current souring of the global economy. The number of launches is 
expected to drop next year, and it is anybody’s guess what demand will be beyond that. 

But if the pattern of the past decade can hold, satellite operators the world over will still flock to Kourou, 
where they will find the French Foreign Legion protecting the space center, residents sending postcards to 
mainland France through La Poste — and, on the offshore Îles du Salut, which include Devil’s Island, 
futuristic tracking stations standing near old corroding prison cells where convicts like Charrière once 
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dreamed of escape.  

“France found a use for one of the pieces of confetti left over from its empire,” said Peter Redfield, an 
anthropologist who studies French Guiana, “while the Americans, after the lunar missions, are still asking 
what to do for an encore.” 
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